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Introducing Q™ EDITION, our next generation smart mixer shower 

that’s set to revolutionise the way we shower. We believe it is the 

world’s smartest and most personal shower yet. Q™ EDITION 

breaks the mould. As well as the high performance and precision 

temperature control that come with an Aqualisa smart shower,  

Q™ EDITION offers personalisation capabilities that take the 

showering experience to a whole new level. Its on/off touch switch 

has been specifically designed to work in a wet environment and 

landmark technology includes a proximity sensor that reduces 

flow to save water when you step away from the shower, to wash 

or condition your hair or shave your legs.

Q™ EDITION

NOT JUST A 
SHOWER,  

A PERSONAL 
SHOWERING 
EXPERIENCE
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Q™ EDITION is not just a shower, but extraordinary showering. Crafted with high quality materials, it has been 

designed with individuality and style in mind. From the seamless motion of the multi-functional Q™ lever to the 

customisable metallic accents in finishes such as Rose Gold or Black Chrome.

Personalisation is at the very heart of Q™ EDITION: MyQ™ gives you the ability to choose from a range of six pre-set 

experiences that we have created for you to suit your mood and lifestyle, like ‘Sport’, ‘Eco’ or ‘Comfort’, as well as 

the option to create and save your own shower experiences so that you can repeat that perfect shower every time. 

Intuitive and easy to use, with its simple on/off touch switch, Q™ EDITION greets you with a friendly ‘Hello’ displayed 

on its screen before it powers on. Its warm up feature will hold the water at your desired temperature until you're 

ready to start your shower, and the multi-functional Q™ lever adjusts the flow when you move it up and down and 

takes you to the menu when you press it. As with all our smart showers, it comes with a remote control so that you 

can power on your shower and have it perfectly pre-warmed before you step in.

Effortless, elegant, intuitive, smart. Q™ EDITION is one extraordinary shower. 

Discover more in pages 24 and 25.

Q™ EDITION
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Engineered by the smart shower experts, Aqualisa 

Infinia™ delivers all the trusted benefits of a 

thermostatic valve, with the increased efficiency 

and sleek design of intelligent smart showering.

With one-touch start/stop; LED temperature 

indicator; precision temperature control and 

smart dual outlet –  Aqualisa Infinia™ delivers 

the perfect shower, every time.

No need to be in the shower to start your shower. 

With dry-side remote control, your shower will 

warm up before you step in. Plus, with an Eco 

setting delivering a perfect shower with 33% less 

water, Aqualisa Infinia™ is a true guilt-free pleasure.

INFINIA™

See pages 50 and 51 for configuration details, codes and prices.

THE THINNEST 
AND ONE OF  
OUR MOST  
CUSTOMISABLE 
SMART SHOWERS
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The thinnest shower in its class.

Aqualisa Infinia™ boasts an ultra-thin control 

plate of just 2.5mm, which sits flush with the 

wall, for the most seamless look available.

LESS IS MORE

ENDLESS CHOICE

See pages 50 and 51 for configuration details, codes and prices.

Aqualisa Infinia™ allows you to express your style and individuality. 

First, tailor your hand-polished shower control with your choice of designer dials – Piazza, Tondo or Astratta. 

Then, complement the look with your choice of fixed and adjustable shower heads and accessories, from the 

Aqualisa Premier Collection Options range. The possibilities are endless.
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Driven by Aqualisa's intelligent smart technology, ilux™ allows you to choose the shower to 

suit your mood at the touch of a button. From the perfect flow to the precise temperature, 

ilux™ allows you to pre-set your personal preferences and its intelligent lighting display will 

even tell you when your perfect shower is ready. Then step under a stunning shower head from 

the Options range to enjoy the perfect shower. Designed by you, delivered by ilux™. 

Best of all, ilux™ remembers your pre-set personal showering preferences, no matter who used 

the shower last. And before you enjoy all that ilux™ has to offer, you can start your shower, 

without getting wet, with the neat wireless remote control from outside the enclosure.

If you wish to save water there is a thoughtful Pause button to allow you to interrupt the flow 

to lather hair or shave. An additional eco setting means you can be water efficient while still 

enjoying a truly sensational shower. And the ilux™ controls are ‘cool to touch’ so comfort and 

safety are guaranteed. The ilux™ Shower range includes dual outlet and single outlet shower 

systems for the ultimate lifestyle choice.

ILUX™ SHOWER

See pages 52 and 53 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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With an ilux™ smart Bath you can choose exactly how you want your bath to be, right down to the temperature 

and depth. You can create three personalised bathing experiences and with ilux’s™ wireless remote control, you 

can even fill the bath from the comfort of your bedroom. Simply press one button and ilux will run your perfect 

bath, so you can enjoy a few more minutes in bed. 

Make the most of your long soak with ilux™ smart’s Hot Top Up. At the touch of a button you can extend your 

luxury bathing time. If you choose the dual outlet system you can team your ilux™ Bath with the retractable 

hand shower from the Options range to complete the luxurious experience. It will slide effortlessly and elegantly 

out of its housing and smoothly retract back in, making bathtime, ‘me time’.

For family peace of mind the ilux™ Child Lock safety feature prevents little hands from filling the bath without 

permission. And with no taps in sight, your bathroom will look stylish and contemporary.

ILUX™ BATH

See page 54 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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The elegance of HiQu's™ contemporary design combines with the intelligence of Aqualisa's award-winning 

smart technology to deliver an intuitive shower. 

Single touch start/stop with precision water-blending and lighting display that intuitively indicates the water 

temperature and flow. When the lights are red the water is heating up, blue it’s cooling down and when they 

are white and steady, that’s HiQu’s™ advanced smart valve telling you that your ideal shower is ready. So step 

in, relax, and enjoy the perfection your HiQu™ smart Shower has to offer. 

Whether you choose a HiQu™ Shower or a HiQu™ Smart dual outlet system, with the neat remote control you 

can enjoy the convenience of setting your shower running from outside the enclosure. The smart dual outlet 

system offers the added bonus of allowing you to choose between two outlets to commence showering or 

begin filling a perfect bath. HiQu's™ sophisticated looks are complemented by the comprehensive Premier 

Options range of shower heads and accessories, allowing you to create your perfect bathroom.

HIQU™ SHOWER

See pages 55, 56 and 57 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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Indulge yourself in a truly sophisticated bathing experience at the touch of a button, 

and without a tap in sight. 

Select full, half or shallow fill – and HiQu™ Bath will fill your tub to the depth and precise 

temperature you choose. The intuitive lighting display will tell you when the water is flowing 

at your specified temperature. And HiQu™ will safely stop filling your bath when your chosen 

depth has been reached, so you can just ‘fill and forget’.

If you fancy soaking a little longer, go ahead and indulge yourself with HiQu’s™ Top Up function. 

It can add more hot water to bring a cooling bath back to perfection. HiQu™ Bath dual outlet 

can be accessorised with your choice of stylish hand showers for a totally co-ordinated bathroom.

For family bathrooms, place a HiQu™ Shower dual outlet system over the bath and team with a bath 

fill, so that at the touch of a button you can effortlessly switch between the bath fill and shower.

HIQU™ BATH

See pages 57 and 58 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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HiQuXT™ is a thermostatic shower and bath shower mixer range that combines timelessly stylish looks with an 

exceptional showering experience. From its luxurious all-metal chrome finished controls to its sleek lines and 

architectural details, HiQuXT™ will have pride of place in any bathroom.

With HiQuXT™ you will enjoy a powerful, invigorating shower every time. Just team it with your choice of  

Options shower head. For low pressure gravity water systems just add a twin ended booster pump to deliver a 

satisfying, drench-like showering experience.

But HiQuXT™ delivers more than just high-performance showering with precise temperature control, it also comes 

with a host of thoughtful features. Like the Eco Flow control for a more sustainable but no less sensational 

shower and a temperature override button for safety and peace of mind. 

The HiQuXT™ bath shower mixer features an integrated diverter that lets you switch seamlessly between bathing 

and showering, and can be bath or wall mounted, making HiQuXT™ an elegant and ergonomic choice for any 

bathroom space, large or small, new or refurbished. 

See page 58 for configuration details, codes and prices.

HIQUXT™
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Don’t let the chic, sleek looks of the Futori™ twin-head mixer shower fool you into thinking 

this is all about sophisticated appearances. There’s more than enough practical substance to 

go with Futori’s™ undeniable style, so you’ll enjoy nothing less than an impressive showering 

experience, whichever head you are using. 

The discreet, integrated diverter allows you to customise Futori™ with your choice of drencher 

shower head and hand shower, which you can seamlessly switch between for your own 

personalised Futori™ shower experience. And when you want to keep your hair dry, Futori’s™ 

drencher head arm swivels aside to make sure it stays that way.

The thermostatic technology at the heart of Futori™ delivers perfect water temperature and 

flow to your shower head. And for added reassurance, there’s a temperature override button 

to ensure safe family showering.

With its luxurious brass controls, everything about Futori™ exudes quality and superior attention 

to detail. Of course, as with all our other ranges you’re free to tailor Futori™ with your choice 

of accessories from the Options range to create the cool, classic bathroom style you prefer.

Futori™ is suitable for high pressure, combination boiler, and boosted gravity water systems. 

See page 59 for configuration details, codes and prices.

FUTORI™
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Q™ EDITION smart Shower and Q™ EDITION smart Shower Dual Outlet

With its sleek contemporary design, smart features and colour display screen, Q™ EDITION is intuitive and easy to use.  

Q™ EDITION

Q™ EDITION Remote Control

Q™ EDITION remote control is wireless and has a 
micro USB charging port. 

Q™ EDITION adjustable shower head

Optimised to deliver the ultimate showering performance, the 130mm Aqualisa Vita™ handset can be customised to 
match your Q™ EDITION device with a beautiful metallic accent that will enhance the look of your bathroom. You 
can select from one of five finishes. See below.

Q™ EDITION fixed shower heads

For Q™ EDITION we have created two luxurious fixed drencher heads to maximise the spa-like experience that  
Q™ EDITION can offer. Choose from 300mm or 250mm sizes.

300mm drencher head250mm drencher head Arm sold separately

Q™ EDITION metallic accents

With a choice of five metallic accents, you can add a touch of elegance and modernity in your bathroom. Simply select 
an Accent Pack, which also includes your choice of accent for the Aqualisa Vita™ Handset and the Q™ EDITION bezel.

1  On/off touch switch  – Touch to start and 
stop. Water will be set at the standard 38º 
temperature. 

2   Proximity sensor – It activates the power 
on mode when standing in front of it.  
If sensor is inactive, it will decrease flow  
to save water.

3  Temperature bezel – Hold device bezel 
and turn clockwise to increase temperature.

 Hold device bezel and turn anti-clockwise  
to decrease temperature.

 Water temperature will be displayed on 
screen as bezel is turned.

4  Q™ Lever – Move up and down to increase  
or decrease water flow.

 Press in to navigate menu and access 
pre-set and personalised shower 
experiences by selecting unique 
combinations of temperature, flow,  
outlet and time.

 Press and hold to select outlet.

5  Display – Colour screen appears when 
using on/off touch switch or proximity 
sensor. Screen will change colour to denote 
different options in the menu.

Q
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1  On/off  – Touch to turn the shower on. 

2  Press to change outlet. 
1 2

Colour images used for illustrative purposes. Please request to see physical samples for accuracy.
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Infinia™  Shower and Infinia™ Shower Dual Outlet

Aqualisa Infinia™ delivers all the trusted benefits of a thermostatic valve, with the increased efficiency and sleek 
design of intelligent, smart showering. Plus, tailor the look of the control to suit your bathroom style with your  
choice of three designer dial shapes and finishes.

1  Start/Stop button (Infinia™ Shower) – Press button to start. 
Water will dispense at the flow and temperature set by  
the controls.  
 Start/Stop and Divert button (Infinia™ Shower Dual Outlet) –  
Press button to start. Water will dispense to the  
preferred outlet at the flow and temperature set by  
the controls. Push and hold and the flow will divert  
to the alternative outlet.

2   Temperature – For warmer water move lever to the right,  
cooler to the left.

3  Flow control – For higher flow move water flow lever  
to the right, for lower flow to the left.

4  LED Display

 Temperature increasing  
Light is red and spins clockwise.

 Temperature decreasing 
Light is blue and spins anti-clockwise.

 Flow increasing 
Light is white and spins clockwise.

 Flow decreasing 
Light is white and spins anti-clockwise.

 Flow and Temperature reached 
Light is static white.

 Divert selected 
Light will give one purple flash.

Infinia™ Remote Control

1   Start/Stop – Press button to start or stop.

 Divert button (Dual Outlet systems only) –  
Push and hold and the flow will divert to  
the alternative outlet.

2   LED Display

 Start/Stop  
 Flashes white until selected flow and temperature 
have been reached then light remains solid.

 Divert  
LED will ‘blink’ once to confirm divert.
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Infinia™ smart Shower Control Dials

Aqualisa Infinia™ is the ultimate in style statements. Select from three different dial shapes and finishes,  
to match your style and personality perfectly.

An elegant fusion of function and 
form. The perfect complement to 
your custom-made contemporary 
bathroom.

Astratta 

Elegant simplicity. Tondo 
complements the curved lines of 
your bathroom design. Couple 
with a 300mm round drencher 
head to turn your shower into a 
personal oasis.

Tondo  

Piazza marries strong designer  
lines with a crisp chrome finish.  
Perfect urban chic. 

Piazza

Available in Chrome and White/Chrome
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ilux™ Shower and ilux™ Shower Dual Outlet – luxury pre-sets

ilux™ smart Shower offers four simple pre-programmable showering options, providing flow 
and temperature memory to give you the perfect shower every time. 

In addition to remembering the pre-set flow and temperature, ilux™ smart Dual Outlet will 
also remember the preferred shower head or bath fill at the touch of a button.

ilux™ Bath and ilux™ Bath Dual Outlet – luxury pre-sets

ilux™ smart Bath offers three simple pre-programmable bathing options, providing temperature and  
bath depth memory, allowing you to just ‘fill and forget’. 

As well as remembering the pre-set temperature and bath depth, ilux™ smart Bath Dual Outlet will remember  
flow and the preferred outlet allowing you to dedicate a pre-set to the hand shower if required.

ilux™ Shower and ilux™ Shower Dual Outlet

The ilux™ Shower and ilux™ Shower Dual Outlet controls are intuitive and simple to use. These easy to follow 
guidelines mean you can have your ilux shower system programmed and up and running in no time at all.

ilux™ Bath and ilux™ Bath Dual Outlet

The simplicity of ilux™ Bath and ilux™ Bath Dual Outlet means you can create and enjoy your perfect bath 
at the touch of a button.

1   Start/Stop button (ilux™ Shower) – Push to start and stop, it 
will default to the flow and temperature of the last shower taken.

 Start/Stop and Divert button (ilux™ Shower Dual Outlet) –  
Push to start and stop, it will default to the preferred outlet at 
the flow and temperature of the last shower taken. Push and 
hold and the flow will divert to the alternative outlet. 

2   Temperature control – Turn right or left to adjust temperature. 
Sophisticated LED lighting display shows water heating up, 
cooling down and when it has reached temperature.

3   Pre-set buttons – Push to select desired shower or bath  
or to programme your shower. The LED light confirms the  
pre-set has been selected. ilux Dual Outlet will also remember  
the outlet. Pre-set buttons are numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4.

4   Flow control – Turn right or left to increase or decrease.  
LED lights show how high or low the flow is. A green LED  
will illuminate when 'eco flow' has been reached. 

5   Pause button – Push to pause flow during  
a shower – so you can lather hair or shave.

1   Start/Stop button – Push to start or stop the water flowing. 
Dual Outlet version will default to the preferred outlet set at 
installation and will operate at the flow and temperature of 
the last bath taken. Press and hold to divert to alternative 
outlet if used with an ilux™ Bath Dual Outlet. 

2   Pre-set buttons – Push to start with programmed depth and 
temperature (and preferred outlet with ilux™ Bath Dual Outlet). 
Pre-set buttons are numbered 1, 2 and 3.

3   Hot Top Up – Select to run hot water at the highest 
temperature and lowest flow into a cooling bath for a longer 
luxurious soak. 

1    Start/Stop button – Push to start or stop the water flowing. 
Dual Outlet version will default to the preferred outlet set at 
installation and will operate at the flow and temperature of 
the last shower taken. Press and hold to divert to alternative 
outlet if used with an ilux™ Dual Outlet shower. 

2   Pre-set buttons – Push to start with programmed flow 
and temperature for shower and relevant shower head with  
ilux™ Shower Dual Outlet. Pre-set buttons are numbered  
1, 2, 3 and 4.

ilux™ Shower Remote Control

The ilux™ Shower Remote Control is wireless and sits in a neat 
‘holster’ which can be located wherever is convenient. It ‘pairs’ 
with the controller it is to be used with and will not work with 
others. You can carry it with you and it will work up to 10m from 
the control, so you can start your shower without getting wet.

ilux™ Bath Remote Control

Like the ilux™ Shower Remote Control, the ilux™ Bath Remote Control sits in a neat ‘holster’ which can be  
located conveniently and once paired with the controller, it will not work with others. You can carry it with you  
and it will work up to 10m from the control, so you could even start your bath filling from the comfort of your  
bed. Plus, it is water resistant so it will work in steamy environments. If it accidentally falls into the bath it  
will float to the surface.
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1   Start/Stop button (ilux™ Bath) – Push to start and 
stop, it will default to the flow and temperature of 
the last bath taken. 

  Start/Stop and Divert button (ilux™ Bath Dual 
Outlet) – Push to start and stop, it will default to the 
preferred outlet at the flow and temperature of the 
last bath taken. Push and hold and the flow will 
divert to the alternative outlet.

2   Temperature control – Turn right or left to adjust 
temperature. Sophisticated LED lighting display 
shows water heating up, cooling down and when it 
has reached temperature.

3   Pre-set buttons – Push to select desired bath or to 
programme your bath fill. The LED light confirms the 
pre-set has been selected. ilux™ Dual Outlet will also 
remember the outlet. Pre-set buttons are numbered 
1, 2 and 3.

4   Flow control – Turn right or left to increase or 
decrease. LED lights show how high or low the flow 
is. A green LED will illuminate when 'eco flow' has 
been reached. 

5   Safety-lock/Unlock buttons – ensures that  
‘little hands’ can’t adjust the temperature or  
flow if unsupervised.

ILUX™
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HiQu™ Shower and HiQu™ Shower Dual Outlet

HiQu™ smart is as elegant as it is simple to use, whether you choose a HiQu™ smart Shower or a HiQu™ smart  
Shower Dual Outlet. Its intuitive, sophisticated lighting and simple controls make it the perfect choice for both  
classic and contemporary bathrooms.

HiQu™ Bath and HiQu™ Bath Dual Outlet

The stylish design, elegance and simplicity of HiQu™ Bath, whether you choose the bath only or 
Dual Outlet version, means your perfect bath is always available at the touch of a button. 

1  Start/Stop button (HiQu™ Shower) – Press button to start. 
Water will dispense at the flow and temperature set by  
the controls.  
 Start/Stop and Divert button (HiQu™ Shower Dual Outlet) –  
Press button to start. Water will dispense to the  
preferred outlet at the flow and temperature set by  
the controls. Push and hold and the flow will divert to  
the alternative outlet.

2   Temperature – For warmer water move lever to the right, 
cooler to the left.

3  Flow control – For higher flow move water flow lever to the 
right, for lower flow to the left.

4  LED Display

 Temperature increasing  
Light is red and it spins clockwise.

 Temperature decreasing 
Light is blue and it spins anti-clockwise.

 Flow increasing 
Light is white and spins clockwise.

 Flow decreasing 
Light is white and spins anti-clockwise.

 Flow and Temperature reached 
Light is static white.

 Divert selected 
Light will give one purple flash.

1   Start/Stop button (HiQu™ Bath) – Press button to 
start. Water will dispense at the temperature and 
depth level set by the controls. 

  Start/Stop and Divert button (HiQu™ Bath Dual 
Outlet) – Press button to start. Water will dispense 
to the preferred outlet at the flow and temperature 
set by the controls. Push and hold and the flow will 
divert to the alternative outlet.

2   Temperature – For warmer water move lever to the 
right, cooler to the left.

3   Bath depth setting – Three depth settings: shallow 
fill, half fill, full fill. Plus Top Up and Set Up modes.

4   LED Display 

 Temperature increasing  
Light is red and it spins clockwise.

 Temperature decreasing  
Light is blue and it spins anti-clockwise.

 Divert selected 
Light will give one purple flash.

 Bath Set Up/Programming mode 
Light turns pink while programming in  
Bath Set Up mode.

  Pre-set filling mode 
Light flashes white during bath fill.

HiQu™ Remote Control

1   Start/Stop – Press button to start or stop.

 Divert button (Dual Outlet systems only) –  
Push and hold and the flow will divert to  
the alternative outlet.

2   LED Display

 Start/Stop  
 Flashes white until selected flow and temperature 
have been reached then light remains on solid.

 Divert  
LED will ‘blink’ once to confirm divert.

Programming HiQu™ Bath

Press the Start/Stop button to start the water flowing. Select ‘Bath Set Up mode’, put in the plug and press 
and hold the Start/Stop button until the LED flashes purple. When the water has reached the depth you 
desire for a full fill, press Start/Stop again and the controller will remember the depth you have chosen.  
It will also automatically convert this into shallow fill and half fill depths. All you have to do is decide how  
hot or cool you want your bath, select the bath depth and press ‘Start’ for a perfect bathtime.
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Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements. 

If fitting a smart Diverter and HP/Combi smart valve complete with a separate booster pump, a suitable universal pump (which works on both positive and negative head 
conditions) will be required.

Futori™

Combining luxurious styling with functionality 
and performance, a Futori™ shower never 
fails to please. A built-in diverter allows you 
to switch from the fixed shower head to a 
hand shower, which sits neatly in the 
adjustable handset holder. Built from solid 
brass, the temperature control will stop at 
38ºC for safer family showering. But a 
temperature override button allows you to 
choose a hotter shower if necessary.

Powered by Aqualisa’s award-winning smart technology, Q™ EDITION, Infinia™, ilux™ and HiQu™ smart are 
controlled by a compact smart valve. The correct smart valve solution will be determined by the water system in your 
home. This small but powerful device blends the hot and cold water and controls the flow with smart precision to 
exactly the flow and temperature selected, regardless of the external temperature or conditions. It can be located 
up to 10 metres away from the bathing area, in the loft, airing cupboard or under the bath and delivers the perfect 
bath or shower every time. 

Smart Valves also benefit from Aqualisa’s 5 year manufacturer’s guarantee. 

High Pressure/Combi 
smart valves

This smart valve, which is no larger than  
a shoe box, is for use with high pressure water 
systems which can include a combination 
boiler or mains fed water. It can also be 
teamed with a suitable twin ended booster 
pump for low pressure systems requiring a 
powerful boost.

Gravity Pumped smart valve  
with integral pump

Suitable for homes with low pressure gravity fed 
water systems. This smart valve integrates 
a pump to provide extra power.

1

2

3

6

5

4

1   Fixed head arm 
Rotates 180º.

2   Luxurious, solid brass control

3   Built-in diverter 
Can be used to select fixed head or 
adjustable hand shower.

4
  Adjustable handset holder 

Glides smoothly to required height 
with minimum effort.

5
  Temperature override button 

Set at 38ºC for safer showering. 
Can be adjusted to your preference.

6
  Temperature control

Curved,  
‘swan-neck’ 
arm shown

HiQuXT™ Shower

Simple and stylishly designed, HiQuXT™ is what you 
come to expect from Aqualisa. Precise water and 
temperature control, easy to use controls and 
thoughtful features like an ‘eco-stop’ control that 
reduces water use by up to 50% without compromising 
performance, a factory set temperature control and a 
temperature override button, mean that HiQuXT™ 
offers everything you need to make your modern 
bathroom complete.

Using HiQuXT™ Bath Shower Mixer

1   Eco-stop button – reduces flow by 50%.

2   Flow control – twist to increase or decrease flow.

3   Temperature control – twist to increase or decrease 
temperature as required.

4   Temperature override button – set at 38ºC for safer 
showering – can be adjusted to suit local conditions.

5   Deck mounted fittings (wall mounts also available).

6   Integrated diverter – lift and twist to lock and unlock.

HiQuXT™ Bath Shower Mixer

Bathing and showering just got more enjoyable thanks 
to the HiQuXT™ Bath Shower Mixer dual outlet. The dual 
outlet system allows you to switch between water 
flowing from the spout to the shower head. No hassle 
and no fiddling with taps. Just pure, simple enjoyable 
bathing.

1

1

4

4

5

3

3

6

2

2

Smart Diverter

Approximately half the size of a smart valve,  
the smart Diverter simply connects to the smart 
valve and converts a single outlet smart product 
into a dual outlet smart product.

The ingenious smart Diverter has the ability  
to enable either outlet to work separately,  
or simultaneously if required. It can even select 
your preferred outlet to operate first, every time 
– ideal when switching your shower on using your 
remote from outside of your shower area.
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Smart ValvesHIQUXT™ FUTORI™
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At Aqualisa we believe that the perfect shower experience doesn’t come out of a box, because it is unique to each 
individual. That’s why we have designed our range of showers and accessories to encourage you to explore your 
choices and create your perfect shower. 

 Building a single outlet ilux™ shower system

How to build your Premier Collection system

Choose. Explore. Create.

= ++

Select a control Select a drencher head

 Building a smart Dual Outlet shower system

Select a control Select a shower head Select accessories

++=

+

Select a fixed head arm Select a second head and accessories

 Building a single outlet Q™ EDITION shower system

+

++=

Same metallic accent for your Q™ EDITION  
device and adjustable handset

Select accessories

Select your  
metallic finish

Q™ EDITION control and  
remote control

 Building a single outlet Infinia shower system

+++=

Select a shower head Select accessoriesSelect dials and finishSelect a control

 Building a single outlet HiQu™ system

++=

Select a shower head Select accessoriesSelect a control

Bright 
Chrome

Rose Gold

Black 
Chrome

Nickel

Pewter

Colour images used for illustrative purposes. Please request to see physical samples for accuracy.
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Q™ EDITION device and Remote Control

This next generation smart mixer shower takes personalisation and smart showering to the next level.  Save water 
as you shower, create and save unique shower experiences and customise the look with five metallic accents to 
choose from.

Premier Collection Controls

Infinia™ smart Shower

HP/Combi INFO1HP
£1152.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped INFO1GP
£1267.20  RRP inc VAT

Infinia™ smart Shower Dual Outlet

HP/Combi INFO2HP
£1260.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped INFO2GP
£1375.20  RRP inc VAT

2.5

2.5

18
5 89

89

115

Infinia™ smart and Remote Control

The thinnest shower in its class, Infinia™ boasts an ultra-thin control plate and matching remote control of just 
2.5mm – sitting flush to the wall for the most seamless look available.

Infinia™ smart Control Dials

Customise Infinia™ with your choice of three different shape dials and three unique finishes.

Piazza – Chrome

PIZ01
£72.00  RRP inc VAT

Piazza – White/Chrome

PIZ02
£72.00  RRP inc VAT

Tondo – Chrome

TON01
£72.00  RRP inc VAT

Tondo – White/Chrome

TON02
£72.00  RRP inc VAT

42

42

19

42

42

19

42

51

19

42

51

19

Astratta –  
Chrome

AST01
£99.96   
RRP inc VAT

42

61

19

42

61

19

Astratta –  
White/Chrome

AST02
£99.96   
RRP inc VAT

98

34

67

20 Q™ EDITION smart Shower

HP/Combi QDC.01.HP
£1,084.00   
Introductory price Inc VAT

Gravity Pumped QDC.01.GP
£1,199.00   
Introductory price Inc VAT

Q™ EDITION smart Mixer Shower Dual Outlet

HP/Combi QDC.02.HP
£1,189.00   
Introductory price Inc VAT

Gravity Pumped QDC.02.GP
£1,299.00   
Introductory price Inc VAT

Q™ EDITION Metallic Accent

Five finishes available. Accent pack includes Q™ EDITION bezel plus handset inner ring. 

Bezel and hand set inner ring

Bright Chrome QDD.AA.01
£25.00  RRP inc VAT

Rose Gold QDD.AA.02
£35.00  RRP inc VAT

Black Chrome QDD.AA.03
£35.00  RRP inc VAT

Nickel QDD.AA.04
£35.00  RRP inc VAT

Pewter QDD.AA.05
£35.00  RRP inc VAT

Rose Gold

Nickel PewterBlack 
Chrome

Rose GoldBright 
Chrome

Colour images used for illustrative purposes. Please request to see physical samples for accuracy.
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Suitable for diverting to hand shower only.  

See page 45 for hand shower details codes and prices.

HiQu™ smart and Remote Control

Simple, elegant design that’s easy on the eye and easy to use. Whether you choose a HiQu™ shower or bath, your senses 
will be treated like never before. Take advantage of HiQu™ Dual Outlet and help wash away the stresses of the day.

Premier Collection Controls

18
5

68

35

11
0

46

23

ilux™ smart and Remote Control

Contemporary design combined with advanced technology. It’s what all ilux™ products have in common.  
Whatever way you choose to accessorise your ilux™ shower or bath, you’ll enjoy all that it has to offer.

ilux™ smart Shower

HP/Combi ILD1001
£984.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped ILD1002
£1,099.00  RRP inc VAT

68

185

35

11
0

46

23

Suitable for diverting to hand shower only.  

See page 45 for hand shower details codes and prices.

ilux™ smart Bath

HP/Combi ILD1005
£639.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped ILD1006
£749.00  RRP inc VAT

ilux™ smart Bath/Hand  
Shower Dual Outlet

HP/Combi ILD1015
£739.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped ILD1016
£849.00  RRP inc VAT

ilux™ smart Shower Dual Outlet

HP/Combi ILD1011
£1,089.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped ILD1012
£1,199.00  RRP inc VAT

HiQu™ smart Bath/Hand 
Shower Dual Outlet

HP/Combi HQD1015
£674.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1016
£779.00  RRP inc VAT

HiQu™ smart Shower

HP/Combi HQD1001
£919.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1002
£1,024.00  RRP inc VAT

HiQu™ smart Shower/  
Fixed Head Dual Outlet

HP/Combi HQD1017
£1,019.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1018
£1,129.00  RRP inc VAT

HiQu™ smart Bath

HP/Combi HQD1005
£569.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1006
£679.00  RRP inc VAT

HiQu™ smart 
Shower – exposed
HP/Combi 
HQD1003
£984.00 RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped 
HQD1004
£1,089.00 RRP inc VAT

Remote Control (optional)

HQD2001
£139.00 RRP inc VAT

HiQu™ smart Shower/Bath  
Dual Outlet

HP/Combi HQD1019
£1,019.00  RRP inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1020
£1,129.00  RRP inc VAT

Exposed rail extension kit 
223217
£27.99 RRP inc VAT
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Arms for fixed shower heads

Customise your ideal shower set-up with a shower head arm. Each carefully designed to complement the Options 
accessories selected and to suit every need and taste.

HiQuXT™ Shower

HP/Combi HQXT000

£189.00  RRP inc VAT

Futori™ bar valve, 
shower pipe and 
curved arm

HP/Combi FTR000

£544.00  RRP inc VAT

For use with 

Options smooth hoses

HiQuXT™ Bath Shower Mixer

HP/Combi HQXT000BSM

£279.00  RRP inc VAT

HiQuXT™

Whether you opt for a shower or bath shower mixer, you’ll benefit from having a well designed, 
expertly crafted chrome finished valve in your bathroom.

Futori™

Built from solid brass, Futori™ features a built-in dual outlet which allows you to switch to a separate hand shower.

Futori™ bar valve, 
shower pipe and 
straight arm

HP/Combi FTR002

£544.00  RRP inc VAT

For use with 

Options smooth hoses

Choose from a wide range of accessories to truly personalise your shower.

Wall mount fittings

525301

£14.00  RRP inc VAT

Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements. VAT quoted at 20%.

Options Accessory Range

Wall mounted 400mm 
easy-fit round arm 
OPN2003

£64.00  RRP inc VAT

Wall mounted 450mm 
round arm 
OPN2002

£69.00  RRP inc VAT

Wall mounted 450mm 
square arm 
OPN2005

£69.00  RRP inc VAT

Ceiling mounted 450mm 
easy-fit round arm  
(can be cut to length) 
OPN2008

£69.00  RRP inc VAT
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Fixed shower heads

Combining contemporary style with unrivalled functionality, each shower head is a triumph of design.  
No matter what style or shape you choose, you’re guaranteed a more than satisfying experience every time you shower.

Fixed shower heads

200mm round 
lightweight head 
Chrome OPN1002

£164.00  RRP inc VAT

200mm round 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1004

£229.00  RRP inc VAT

300mm thin round 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1006

£384.00  RRP inc VAT

300mm thin square 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1008

£384.00  RRP inc VAT

250mm round metal head 
with square spray 
Chrome OPN1010

£249.00  RRP inc VAT

365mm round flush fit 
LED metal head 
Chrome OPN1012

£1,309.00  RRP inc VAT

Min pressure: 1 bar dynamic 
Max pressure: 5 bar dynamic

200mm thin square/oval 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1009

£339.00  RRP inc VAT

320mm x 230mm 
thin oval metal head 
Chrome OPN1011

£284.00  RRP inc VAT

365mm square flush fit 
LED metal head 
Chrome OPN1013

£1,309.00  RRP inc VAT

Min pressure: 1 bar dynamic 
Max pressure: 5 bar dynamic

200mm thin round 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1005

£284.00  RRP inc VAT

200mm thin square 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1007

£284.00  RRP inc VAT

250mm round 
lightweight head 
Chrome OPN1003

£189.00  RRP inc VAT

250mm Q™ EDITION  
round metal head  
Chrome OPN1016

£200.00  RRP inc VAT

300mm Q™ EDITION  
round metal head  
Chrome OPN1017

£240.00  RRP inc VAT
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Hand showers

Slim, stylish and practical. Each hand shower has its own unique look to suit your bathroom design.  Complete your 
bespoke hand shower system, by selecting any of the hoses, wall outlets and hand shower holders on page 47. 
Alternatively, to give you a helping hand, we have put together matching accessory packs, complete with hose and 
integral wall outlet, the choice is yours.

Adjustable shower heads

Never has something so simple been so effective. Every Aqualisa shower head is fully adjustable and comes with a range 
of spray patterns so you can simply choose the shower head to suit your bathroom design and lifestyle.

130mm 3 spray shower head 
Chrome OPN4005

£104.00  RRP inc VAT

130mm 3 spray shower head 
Chrome/Satin chrome OPN4006

£104.00  RRP inc VAT

130mm oval 3 spray shower head 
Chrome/Satin chrome OPN4007

£104.00  RRP inc VAT

140mm drencher shower head 
Chrome OPN4004

£99.00  RRP inc VAT

110mm 3 spray shower head 
Chrome OPN4003

£99.00  RRP inc VAT

Slim metal hand shower 
Chrome OPN3002

£74.00  RRP inc VAT

Curve hand shower 
Chrome OPN3003

£44.00  RRP inc VAT

Square hand shower 
Chrome OPN3004

£49.00  RRP inc VAT

105mm thin hand shower

Chrome OPN3001

£69.00  RRP inc VAT

105mm thin hand  
shower accessory pack

OPN5007

£164.00  RRP inc VAT

Includes:

105mm thin hand shower 

Round integral wall outlet

Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

Curve hand shower  
accessory pack
OPN5005

£139.00  RRP inc VAT

Includes:

Curve hand shower 

Round integral wall outlet

Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

Slim hand shower  
accessory pack

OPN5004

£169.00  RRP inc VAT

Includes:

Slim metal hand shower

Round integral wall outlet

Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

Square hand shower  
accessory pack

OPN5006

£159.00  RRP inc VAT

Includes:

Square hand shower

Square integral wall outlet

Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

140mm thin shower head 
Chrome OPN4002

£99.00  RRP inc VAT

130mm 3 spray Aqualisa Vita™ hand set 
Chrome with space for Q™ EDITION metallic inner ring.  
See page 36 for Bezel Packs. 0PN4008

£65.00  RRP inc VAT
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Hoses, wall outlets and hand shower holders

Complete your ideal bath or shower with your choice of accessories. Each thoughtfully designed to add the perfect 
finishing touch to any bathroom.
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Shower rails

Whatever your style, taste or needs there’s a choice of well designed shower rails to choose from.

Shower rail accessory packs

To help you create your ideal adjustable shower head system, simply select your choice of shower rail accessory pack,  
then choose from a variety of adjustable shower heads listed on page 44, to create the perfect look that suits you. 

Bath outlets

Every detail matters. That’s why we’ve produced a range of bath outlets for you to choose from so that you get the 
look and practicality you desire.

550mm shower 
rail system 
OPN6001

£124.00  RRP inc VAT

900mm shower 
rail system 
OPN6002

£149.00  RRP inc VAT

900mm shower rail system 
with adjustable fixings 
OPN6003

£109.00  RRP inc VAT

For use with Options smooth hoses

Shower rail accessory pack with brass wall outlet
OPN5003

£224.00  RRP inc VAT

Includes:
900mm shower rail system
Brass round wall outlet
Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

Shower rail accessory pack with push fit wall outlet
OPN5002 

£219.00  RRP inc VAT

Includes:
900mm shower rail system 
Push-fit round wall outlet  
Smooth chrome 1.5m hose

Smooth hose

1.5m  OPN7001
£44.00  RRP inc VAT

1.75m  OPN7008
£49.00  RRP inc VAT

Metal 1.5m hose 
OPN7002

£44.00  RRP inc VAT

Brass round wall outlet 
OPN7003

£34.00  RRP inc VAT

Push-fit round wall outlet 
OPN7004

£24.00  RRP inc VAT

Round wall mounted 
hand shower holder 
OPN7005

£24.00  RRP inc VAT

For use with Options  
smooth hoses

Round wall outlet with 
combined hand shower holder 
OPN7006

£49.00  RRP inc VAT

For use with Options  
smooth hoses

Square wall outlet with 
combined hand shower holder 
OPN7007

£59.00  RRP inc VAT

For use with Options  
smooth hoses 

Deck mount hand 
shower with inertia  
reel accessory pack 
OPN9002

£624.00  RRP inc VAT

Bath overflow filler 560mm 
OPN8003

£99.00  RRP inc VAT

900mm waste pipe 
for larger size baths 
477502

£19.00  RRP inc VAT

(required in addition  
to OPN8003)
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Premier Collection configuration examples
Designed to be desired, every Premium Collection configuration offers maximum flexibility. Whether you’re looking 
for a fixed or adjustable head, a hand shower or bath filler, there’s a configuration to suit your specific needs.

Q™ EDITION

Customisable and premium to the last detail, Q™ EDITION offers a wide range of combinations to suit your 
individual needs and style.

Q™ EDITION smart Shower with Aqualisa Vita™ handset
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm Aqualisa Vita™ handset OPN4008 £65.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control QDC.01.HP £1,084.00 TOTAL £1,376.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control QDC.01.GP £1,199.00 TOTAL £1,491.00  RRP inc VAT
 

Q™ EDITION smart Shower dual outlet with round drencher and Aqualisa Vita™ handset
130mm Aqualisa Vita™ handset OPN4008 £65.00
Round wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder  OPN7006 £49.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm drencher head OPN1017 £240.00
Wall mounted 450mm round arm OPN2002 £69.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control QDC.02.HP £1,189.00 TOTAL £1,656.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control QDC.02.GP £1,299.00 TOTAL £1,766.00  RRP inc VAT
 

Q™ EDITION smart Shower dual outlet with round drencher and adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £99.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin round metal head  OPN1006 £384.00
Ceiling mounted 450mm easy-fit round arm OPN2008 £69.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control QDC.02.HP £1,189.00 TOTAL £1,968.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control QDC.02.GP £1,299.00 TOTAL £2,078.00  RRP inc VAT
 

Q™ EDITION smart Shower dual outlet with round drencher and slim hand shower
Slim metal hand shower OPN3002 £74.00
Round wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder  OPN7006 £49.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
250mm round drencher OPN1016 £200.00
Wall mounted 400mm easy-fit round arm OPN2003 £64.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control QDC.02.HP £1,189.00 TOTAL £1,620.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control QDC.02.GP £1,299.00 TOTAL £1,730.00  RRP inc VAT
 

Q™ EDITION smart Shower dual outlet with square drencher and Aqualisa Vita™ handset
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm Aqualisa Vita™ handset OPN4008 £65.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin square metal head OPN1008 £384.00
Wall mounted 450mm square arm OPN2005 £69.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control QDC.02.HP £1,189.00 TOTAL £1,934.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control QDC.02.GP £1,299.00 TOTAL £2,044.00 RRP inc VAT

Q™ EDITION smart Bath/Hand Shower dual outlet with bath fill and inertia reel hand shower 
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £99.00
Deck mount hand shower with  
inertia reel accessory pack OPN9002 £624.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control QDC.02.HP £1,189.00 TOTAL £1,912.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control QDC.02.GP £1,299.00 TOTAL £2,022.00  RRP inc VAT
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Infinia™ smart Shower with adjustable oval shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £99.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
Tondo dials - chrome TON01 £72.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control INF01HP £1,152.00 TOTAL £1,550.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control INF01GP £1,267.20 TOTAL £1,665.20  RRP inc VAT

Designed to be desired, every Premium Collection configuration offers maximum flexibility. Whether you’re looking 
for a fixed or adjustable head, a hand shower or bath filler, there’s a configuration to suit your specific needs.

Infinia™ smart

The thinnest and one of our most customisable smart showers, Infinia™ smart can reflect your personality and style.

Premier Collection configuration examples

Infinia™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with oval drencher and adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £104.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
250mm round lightweight head OPN1003 £189.00
Ceiling mounted 450mm easy-fit round arm OPN2008 £69.00
Tondo dials - white TON02 £72.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control INF02HP £1,260.00 TOTAL £1,921.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control INF02GP £1,375.20 TOTAL £2,036.20  RRP inc VAT

Infinia™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with square drencher and square hand shower
Square hand shower OPN3004 £49.00
Square wall outlet with 
combined hand shower holder  OPN7007 £59.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin square metal head  OPN1008 £384.00
Wall mounted 450mm square arm OPN2005 £69.00
Piazza dials - chrome PIZ01 £72.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control INF02HP £1,260.00 TOTAL £1,937.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control INF02GP £1,375.20 TOTAL £2,052.20  RRP inc VAT
 

Infinia™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with round drencher and adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £104.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin round metal head OPN1006 £384.00
Ceiling mounted 450mm easy-fit round arm OPN2008 £69.00
Astratta dials - chrome AST01 £99.96
PLUS
HP/Combi control INF02HP £1,260.00 TOTAL  £2,109.96  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control INF02GP £1,375.20 TOTAL  £2,225.16  RRP inc VAT
 

Infinia™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with bath fill and adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £99.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £99.00
Astratta dials - white AST02 £99.96
PLUS
HP/Combi control INF02HP £1,260.00 TOTAL £1,784.96  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control INF02GP £1,375.20 TOTAL £1,900.16  RRP inc VAT
 

Infinia™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with LED square drencher and slim metal hand shower
Slim metal hand shower accessory pack OPN5004 £169.00
365mm square flush fit LED metal head OPN1013 £1,309.00
Piazza dials - white PIZ02 £72.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control INF02HP £1,260.00 TOTAL £2,810.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control INF02GP £1,375.20 TOTAL £2,925.20 RRP inc VAT
 

Hand shower, hose and wall outlet available as hand shower accessory pack OPN5006. 

For details see page 45.
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Designed to be desired, every Premium Collection configuration offers maximum flexibility. Whether you’re looking 
for a fixed or adjustable head, a hand shower or bath filler, there’s a configuration to suit your specific needs.

ilux™ smart

With its contemporary looks and intelligent smart technology, every ilux™ configuration provides the luxurious water 
experience that you desire.

Hand shower, hose and wall outlet available as hand shower accessory pack OPN5005. 

For details see page 45.

Hand shower, hose and wall outlet available as hand shower accessory pack OPN5007. 

For details see page 45.

Premier Collection configuration examples

ilux™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with oval drencher and adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm oval 3 spray shower head OPN4007 £104.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
320mm x 230mm thin oval metal head OPN1011 £284.00
Wall mounted 400mm easy-fit round arm OPN2003 £64.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £1,089.00 TOTAL £1,768.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,199.00 TOTAL £1,878.00  RRP inc VAT

ilux™ Smart Shower Dual Outlet with round drencher and adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £99.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin round metal head  OPN1006 £384.00
Ceiling mounted 450mm easy-fit round arm OPN2008 £69.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £1,089.00 TOTAL £1,868.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,199.00 TOTAL £1,978.00  RRP inc VAT
 

ilux™ smart Shower with adjustable oval shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm oval 3 spray shower head OPN4007 £104.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1001 £984.00 TOTAL £1,315.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1002 £1,099.00 TOTAL £1,430.00  RRP inc VAT
 

ilux™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with round drencher and thin hand shower
105mm thin round hand shower OPN3001 £69.00
Round wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder  OPN7006 £49.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin round metal head OPN1006 £384.00
Wall mounted 450mm round arm OPN2002 £69.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £1,089.00 TOTAL £1,704.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,199.00 TOTAL £1,814.00  RRP inc VAT
 

ilux™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with bath fill and adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £104.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £99.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £1,089.00 TOTAL £1,519.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,199.00 TOTAL £1,629.00  RRP inc VAT
 

ilux™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with oval drencher and curve hand shower
Curve hand shower OPN3003 £44.00
Round wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder  OPN7006 £49.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
320mm x 230mm thin oval metal head OPN1011 £284.00
Wall mounted 400mm easy-fit round arm OPN2003 £64.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £1,089.00 TOTAL £1,574.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,199.00 TOTAL £1,684.00 RRP inc VAT
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HiQu™ Smart

Beautifully finished and extremely practical, there’s a variety of HiQu™ shower configurations to choose from.  
Both the fixed and adjustable head options come in a variety of styles and designs to suit any bathroom.

Hand shower, hose and wall outlet available as hand shower accessory pack OPN5004. 

For details see page 45.

ilux™ smart Bath/Hand Shower Dual Outlet with bath fill and slim hand shower
Slim metal hand shower OPN3002 £74.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £99.00
Round wall mounted hand shower holder OPN7005 £24.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1015 £739.00 TOTAL £1,004.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1016 £849.00 TOTAL £1,114.00 RRP inc VAT
 

ilux™ smart Bath/Hand Shower Dual Outlet with bath fill and deck mounted inertia reel hand shower 
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £99.00
Deck mount hand shower with  
inertia reel accessory pack OPN9002 £624.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1015 £739.00 TOTAL £1,462.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1016 £849.00 TOTAL £1,572.00  RRP inc VAT
 

ilux™ smart Bath with bath fill
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £99.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1005 £639.00 TOTAL £738.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1006 £749.00 TOTAL £848.00  RRP inc VAT
 

HiQu™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with round drencher and adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £104.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
250mm round lightweight head OPN1003 £189.00
Ceiling mounted 300mm round arm  OPN2007 £44.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £1,019.00 TOTAL £1,573.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £1,129.00 TOTAL £1,683.00  RRP inc VAT
 

HiQu™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with round drencher and slim hand shower
Slim metal hand shower OPN3002 £74.00
Round wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder  OPN7006 £49.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin round metal head  OPN1006 £384.00
Wall mounted 400mm easy-fit round arm OPN2003 £64.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £1,019.00 TOTAL £1,634.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £1,129.00 TOTAL £1,744.00  RRP inc VAT
 

HiQu™ smart Shower with round adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £99.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1001 £919.00 TOTAL £1,245.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1002 £1,024.00 TOTAL £1,350.00  RRP inc VAT
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Hand shower, hose and wall outlet available as hand shower accessory pack OPN5006. 

For details see page 45.

Hand shower, hose and wall outlet available as hand shower accessory pack OPN5004. 

For details see page 45.

HiQu™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with square LED drencher and slim hand shower
Slim metal hand shower OPN3002 £74.00
Square wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder OPN7007 £59.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
365mm square flush fit LED metal head OPN1013 £1,309.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £1,019.00 TOTAL £2,505.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £1,129.00 TOTAL £2,615.00  RRP inc VAT
 

HiQu™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with round drencher and adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £104.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin round metal head  OPN1006 £384.00
Ceiling mounted 300mm round arm  OPN2007 £44.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £1,019.00 TOTAL £1,768.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £1,129.00 TOTAL £1,878.00  RRP inc VAT
 

HiQu™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with square drencher and square hand shower
Square hand shower OPN3004 £49.00
Square wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder OPN7007 £59.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin square metal head OPN1008 £384.00
Wall mounted 450mm square arm OPN2005 £69.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £1,019.00 TOTAL £1,624.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £1,129.00 TOTAL £1,734.00  RRP inc VAT
 

HiQu™ smart Bath with bath fill
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £99.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1005 £569.00 TOTAL £668.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1006 £679.00 TOTAL £778.00  RRP inc VAT
 

HiQu™ smart Shower Dual Outlet with square drencher and adjustable shower head 
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £99.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £34.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
300mm thin square metal head OPN1008 £384.00
Wall mounted 450mm square arm OPN2005 £69.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £1,019.00 TOTAL £1,798.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £1,129.00 TOTAL £1,908.00  RRP inc VAT
 

HiQu™ smart Bath Dual Outlet with slim metal hand shower and bath fill
Slim metal hand shower OPN3002 £74.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £99.00
Round wall mounted hand shower holder OPN7005 £24.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1015 £674.00 TOTAL £939.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1016 £779.00 TOTAL £1,044.00  RRP inc VAT
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HiQuXT™

With many more to create yourself, HiQuXT™ offers a world of choice, but you might want to choose from 
two configurations, each with its own unique styling and shower head. 

Futori™ 

Offering elegance and practical design, create your Futori™ just the way you want it. These three configurations 
should help inspire you.

HiQuXT™ mixer shower with round adjustable shower head  
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £99.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
PLUS
HiQuXT HQXT000 £189.00 TOTAL £481.00  RRP inc VAT

HiQuXT™ mixer shower with adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £104.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
PLUS
HiQuXT HQXT000 £189.00 TOTAL £486.00  RRP inc VAT

HiQu™ smart Shower/Bath Dual Outlet with 130mm adjustable 3 spray shower head and bath fill
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £149.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £104.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £99.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1019 £1,019.00 TOTAL £1,439.00  RRP inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1020 £1,129.00 TOTAL £1,549.00  RRP inc VAT
A

Futori™ mixer shower with straight arm fixed head and curve hand shower
Curve hand shower OPN3003 £44.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
200mm thin squoval metal head OPN1009 £339.00
PLUS
Futori™ bar valve, shower pipe and straight arm FTR002 £544.00 TOTAL £971.00  RRP inc VAT

Futori™ mixer shower with straight arm fixed head and square hand shower
Square hand shower OPN3004 £49.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
200mm thin square metal head OPN1007 £284.00
PLUS
Futori™ bar valve, shower pipe and straight arm FTR002 £544.00 TOTAL £921.00  RRP inc VAT

Futori™ mixer shower with curved arm fixed head and curve hand shower
Curve hand shower OPN3003 £44.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £44.00
200mm thin squoval metal head OPN1009 £339.00
PLUS
Futori™ bar valve, shower pipe and curved arm FTR000 £544.00 TOTAL £971.00  RRP inc VAT
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Smart Shower

HiQu™ smart Shower with 
Options 140mm thin shower 
head and remote control (wired).

Smart Dual Outlet Shower

ilux™ smart Dual Outlet with Options 
300mm thin round metal shower 
head, Options 140mm thin handset 
and remote control (wireless).

Smart Dual Outlet Shower 
(alternative)

HiQu™ smart Dual Outlet with Options 
300mm thin square metal head, Options 
square hand shower and remote control 
(wired).

Smart Bath

ilux™ smart Bath with Options 
bath overflow filler and remote 
control (wireless).
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blended

blended

blended

blended

blended

data cable
(up to 10m)

data cable
(up to 10m)

data cable
(up to 10m)

data cable
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data cable
(up to 10m)

data cable 
(up to 10m)

remote 
control
(wired)

remote 
control
(wired)

remote 
control
(wireless)

remote 
control
(wireless)

hot cold

hot cold

hot cold

hot cold

Before planning your ideal Aqualisa bathroom, it’s important to understand how your choice of shower or bath will 
work with your water system. The following diagrams are just a few examples of different configurations, which will 
give you a good idea of how the set-up will fit around your bathroom.

The Premier Collection suits any home
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Shower over bath 

HiQu™ smart Dual Outlet with Options 140mm thin shower head, 
Options overflow filler and remote control (wired).

Futori™

Futori™ with Options 200mm thin squoval 
metal head and Options curve hand shower.

HiQuXT™

HiQuXT™ with Options 140mm thin shower head.

blended

blended

data cable
(up to 10m)

data cable 
(up to 10m)

remote 
control
(wired)

hot cold

Bath Dual Outlet

HiQu™ smart Bath Dual Outlet with overflow filler, Options slim metal hand 
shower and remote control (wired).

blended

blended

data cable
(up to 10m)

data cable 
(up to 10m)

remote 
control
(wired)

hot cold

hot cold hot cold

TM denotes a registered or unregistered trade mark of Aqualisa Products Limited.

Icon key
Simple and easy to use, each of these icons allows you to see at a glance what additional benefits a particular 
product or accessory comes with.

High pressure water systems 
Suitable for use with high pressure, combination  
boiler and boosted gravity systems 

Low pressure water systems 
Suitable for use with gravity water systems 
 

All water systems 
Suitable for use with all water systems 

High flow 
Enjoy a greater flow rate of water for an 
uncompromising shower experience

Spray patterns 
Select from a choice of multiple spray patterns  
to suit your mood

‘Cool to touch’ controllers 
Thermostatically blended water is mixed remotely  
at the processor, not the controller

Easy to install 
Quick and simple installation causing minimal 
disruption to tiles and décor. Exposed smart 
Showers can be fitted in as little as 2 hours 

Eco 33%  
Enjoy up to 33% water saving without comprising 
your showering experience. Feel good about the  
environment and save money on your water bill too

Eco 50%  
Enjoy up to 50% water saving without comprising 
your showering experience. Feel good about the  
environment and save money on your water bill too 

5 year guarantee 
All components come with a 5 year parts  
and labour guarantee

Proximity sensor 
When the shower is on, if you move away from it, flow 
will reduce by 10% and full flow will resume when you 
move back in front of it. 
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